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Abstract—This paper explores the applications of fuzzy logic
inference systems as an instrument to perform linguistic analysis
in the domain of prosodic prominence. Understanding how acoustic features interact to make a linguistic unit be perceived as more
relevant than the surrounding ones is generally needed to study
the cognitive processes needed for speech understanding. It also
has technological applications in the field of speech recognition
and synthesis. We present a first experiment to show how
fuzzy inference systems, being characterised by their capability
to provide detailed insight about the models obtained through
supervised learning can help investigate the complex relationships
among acoustic features linked to prominence perception.

I. INTRODUCTION
Similarly to music signals, a physical chain of speech
sounds undergoes to rhythmical constraints. However, while
the musical sequence takes into account these rhythmical
factors just to render accent and timing factors, in speech a
further complication is given by the concept that each speech
portion is also corresponding to some linguistic unit. This
means that when speech portion is rhythmically relevant also
the correspondent linguistic unit assumes a special evidence in
the sequence. The phenomenon by which a linguistic unit in a
sequence, given the acoustic characteristics of the correspondent speech portion, is considered more important than others
is much debated and the many views it can be analysed from,
by a linguistics perspective [1], makes it even difficult to find
a common description for it. Prosody is the discipline studying
intonational and rhythmical features in speech, and, according
to prosody, the temporal units where acoustic properties merge
with linguistic structure when rhythmical factors are concerned
is the syllable.
As a matter of fact, the most widely accepted definition
of prominence is also the most generic one. In the view
proposed by [2], a linguistic unit has been defined to be“[. . . ]
prosodically prominent when it stands out from its environment
(by virtue of its prosodic characteristics)” [2, p. 89]. Given the
difficulties of defining prominence, even convening towards a
common annotation protocol has posed serious problems to
the scientific community working on the problem. Views considering prominence as a categorical phenomenon are mostly
related to a functional view of it, while theoretical approaches
treating the subject from a physical point of view have moved
towards continuous or quasi-continuous scales. The capability

of human raters to manually indicate the degree of prominence
of a specific linguistic unit is also questionable. First of all,
agreement among judges is typically not high because of
the high degree of subjectivity. Also, quasi-continuous scales
adopted in the past have been criticised because of the arbitrary
definition of the number of levels chosen for the task. To
address the last issue, recent work has adopted a gestured
based approach to prominence annotation [3].
Given the wide set of perspectives involved in prominence
study, it is necessary to specify that our interest, in this work,
is to adopt a physical approach to prominence. As such, the
weight and interplay of acoustic measures extracted from the
recorded speech signal are going to be investigated. It is
important to specify, however, that although we concentrate
on this specific perspective in this work, interactions with
other perspectives are foreseen in future analyses. The concept
of prominent units in spoken communication, from a signalrelated point of view, has been deeply investigated in the last
years but conclusive findings about the way prominence is
conveyed have not been provided and language specificity
has only briefly been investigated (i.e. [4]). Contribution
from speech technology has come, in this field, by proposing
algorithms designed to detect, for example, relevant prosodic
variations [5], automatically annotate recorded and segmented
speech and evaluate the final result by comparing the annotation with a manual reference. Many approaches have investigated the problem using a top-down strategy, trying to evaluate
the effect of theoretical assumptions on automatic annotation
[6], [7]. Bottom-up approaches using machine learning have,
instead, tried to obtain indirect indications about the way
prominence is perceived by comparing the performance of
similar models exhibiting very specific differences. In [8], the
superior performance of Latent-Dynamic Conditional Random
Fields with respect to Conditional Random Fields suggested
that a latent dynamic was present in the acoustic features
of sequences of non-prominent syllables to signal or at least
provide a bias towards perceiving the next unit as prominent.
Subsequent work [9], showed that Latent Dynamic Conditional Neural Fields systematically outperformed both Latent
Dynamic Conditional Random Fields and Conditional Neural
Fields, suggesting that the relationship between acoustic measures and observations is non-linear in nature. These kind of

